Elemental Forces of Creation Oracle™
Card Spreads

The Elemental Forces of Creation Oracle™ is designed to be intuitive, creative, and very versatile. The Oracle deck is powerful on its own or used in conjunction with your favorite Tarot. Customizing your own spread is easy once you unlock the secrets of the Elements.

Here are some suggestions for Oracle spreads you may like to try.

**Intuitive spread:** Ask yourself how many cards you need to answer your question or provide guidance. Simply draw the number of cards you hear and tune into each card.

**Elemental spread:** Divide the deck into the individual elements: earth, water, air, fire and spirit. Draw a card from each elemental card pile while asking for guidance around your subject. Tune into each element’s message for you around the subject. After you have a sense of what each element wants to share, ask for a message from all of them together.

**Card of the Day:** Each day pull one card for guidance for that day. Take a moment to feel the card’s resonance.

**Creation Card Spread:** Deck is separated. Choose the creation you want to focus on write it out. Draw one card from each element to see what guidance it has about your creation. Write it out journal with each card and group as a whole.

**Spread of the day:** Hold the cards in your hands and ask what kind of spread do I need for today? Let cards tell you.

**Cherie’s Spreads:**

**Move the Energy Spread:** Deck is mixed.
- **First card:** Current status energetically around your question.
- **Second card:** What do you need to work with for movement around your question?
- **Last card:** Potential outcome. If more is needed draw a support card for potential outcome.

**Specific Element Spread:** Deck is separated working only with one element.
- **First Card:** Where is blocked energy?
- **Second Card:** What do you need to work with to move the blocked energy?

**Report Card Spread:**
- **First Card:** What should I do?
- **Second Card:** What am I dealing with?
- **Third Card:** Outcome.

**Anne’s tip - Tarot Card Augmentation:**

The elemental cards are great to use with a traditional Tarot card reading by adding an elemental card for an additional clarifier to each card in your reading spread.